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1. Part A – Introduction

1.1. About Walcha Council 

Walcha Council (WC) is situated in the New England region of New South Wales, and is 
approximately 420km north of Sydney. The township of Walcha is 1,067 meters above sea 
level, with the highest point in the district being at "The Flags" (42 kilometers south of 
Walcha) which is 1,493 meters above sea level. The Shire covers an area of 640,028 hectares 
and includes the townships of Walcha, Niangala, Nowendoc and Woolbrook. It ranges from 
the western extent of Tamworth Regional Council on the west and south, Port Macquarie 
Hastings Council to the east and Uralla Shire Council to the north.  

Geologically the Walcha district is part of the New England Region consisting of extensive 
sedimentary rocks with granite intrusions to the north-east. Basalt rock dominates the 
center of the district. 

1.2. Procurement objective 

WC is seeking professional organisations that can provide a high standard of capability in 
pool and water treatment related infrastructure. 

1.3. Summary of requirement 

By this Expression of Interest (EOI) WC seeks to procure professional services from 
organisations for the construction and refurbishment work as outlined in Part B (Scope of 
Work). 

General Requirement Summary:- 

 Design of Pool and Water Treatment Infrastructure

 Gravity Filter Structure Refurbishment or Replacement

 Gravity Filter Media Replacement

 Pipe and Valve Reconditioning and Replacement

 Water Heating Solutions

 Concrete Design and Installation

 Pool Crack Sealing and Refurbishment

Further Information can be found in Part B, Scope of Work. 
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1.4. Timetable 
 
An indicative timetable for the completion of this EOI is described below.  

Event Proposed Date 

Issue Expression of Interest 5/06/2019 

Proposed Site Meeting and Walk Around 1* 12/06/2019 

Proposed Site Meeting and Walk Around 2* 19/06/2019 

Closing for Expression of Interest 26/06/2019 

Commence Invitations to Request for Tender 1/07/2019 

Request for Tender Close 22/07/2019 

*The listed meetings will contain the same information, there is a requirement to attend only 
one of these meetings, the date can be determined by your availability. 

1.5. Prices 
 

1.5.1. Prices should not be included in the Expression of Interest Process. 

1.6. Insurance 
 

1.6.1. The successful Contractor will be required to have in place the following insurances: 
a) Professional indemnity 
b) Public liability 
c) Property damage 
d) Product liability 
e) Workers compensation  
f) Motor vehicle (for vehicles to be utilised) 

1.6.2. As part of their Tender (if progressing to Tender), the Contractor must detail the 
insurances they have in place.  

1.6.3. Upon engagement of the successful Contractor copies of certificates of currency shall 
be forwarded to WC noting Council as an interested party. A full list of exclusions shall 
also be declared in relation to these insurances.  

1.7. Sub-contractors 
 

1.7.1. If a Contractor proposes that any part of the requirement in this EOI is to be performed 
under subcontracts, the names of the proposed sub-service providers and details of the 
work proposed to be undertaken by them must be set out in their response.  

1.7.2. The successful Contractor will: 
a) Be responsible for the actions of any sub-service provider (including but not 

limited to the adherence to site safety rules and Council safety policies, 
compliance with environmental requirements, and quality control for works 
undertaken); 

b) At all times remain responsible for the delivery of the requirement as set out in 
Part B (Scope of Work); and 

c) Sign and submit a sub-service provider’s declaration with each progress claim 
that will be made in conjunction with the goods or services delivered under this 
EOI  
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1.8.  Supporting material 

1.8.1. The Contractor may provide additional supporting material with their EOI, as the 
Contractor considers appropriate. Such material may be considered by WC, but does 
not form part of the EOI for evaluation purposes.  

1.9. Security, probity, risk and financial checks 

1.9.1. WC reserves the right to perform security, probity, risk assessment and financial checks 
it considers necessary in relation to the Contractor. 

1.10. Safety, Quality and Environmental Considerations 

1.10.1. The Successful contractor will be expected to provide Council with the following Safety 
Documents with the Tender to follow this EOI: 

a) A safety management plan, in accordance with the WHS Work Health and Safety
Act 2011 or similar.

b) SWMS for High risk activities, such as operating machinery.
c) Certificates of Competency for all staff on site, including WHS safety induction

cards (White Card).
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2. Participation in the EOI process 
 

2.1. Acknowledgement and disclaimer 
 

2.1.1. WC, its officers, employees, advisors and agents: 
a) Make no express or implied representation of warranty as to the currency, 

reliability or completeness of the information contained in this EOI; 
b) Make no express of implied representation or warranty that any estimate or 

forecast will be achieved or that any statement as to future matters will prove 
correct; and 

c) To the extent permitted by law, expressly disclaim all liability arising from 
information contained in or omitted from this EOI or otherwise provided to a 
Contractor. 

2.1.2. It is the responsibility of Contractor to obtain all information necessary or convenient 
for the preparation of their EOI. 

2.1.3. In submitting an  EOI, each Contractor acknowledges that it has not relied on any 
express or implied statement, representation or warranty as to the truth, accuracy or 
completeness of the information contained in this EOI, or otherwise provided to a 
Contractor by WC or on WC’s behalf.  

2.2. Contractor costs 
 

2.2.1. All expenses and costs incurred by a Contractor in connection with this EOI, including 
(without limitation) preparing and lodging a EOI, providing WC with further information, 
attending interviews and participating in any subsequent negotiations are the sole 
responsibility of the Contractor.  

2.3. Limited liability 
 

2.3.1. In the event a court finds there to be a contract between WC and a Contractor 
regarding the conduct of this EOI process, the Contractor acknowledges that WC’s 
liability for any breach of the terms of such contract is limited to the Contractor costs of 
participation in the EOI process, and does not include liability for any lost profit, lost 
opportunity or other losses of the Contractor.   
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3. Part B – Scope of Work

3.1. Primary service & deliverables 

Walcha Council requires a professional organisation to engage in a full service design and 
construct contract for the Walcha Pool Upgrade. A more detailed scope of work for the tender 
will be conveyed throughout the EOI process. The Expression of Interest process is designed to 
inform potential tenderers regarding the requirements of the project. The following will be 
involved in the expression of interest process: 

1. Expression of Interest Document and Initial Scope of Work Detailed Within
2. 2 x Site Meetings, proposed to be held on the 12th of June and 19th of June.

Both meetings will have the same content, however this will provide for more 
opportunity to attend. All questions asked or new information presented due to 
questions will be uploaded to the Tenderlink portal. Attending one of these sessions is 
compulsory. The meetings will commence at 9am at the Walcha Pool, Middle St, Walcha.

3. Expression of Interest Closure, listing interested parties.
4. Walcha Council will refine the scope of works based on conversations held within the

expression of interest process.
5. A request for tender will be released to those parties and submitted and expression of

interest.

The following should be included in the Expression of Interest: 

1. Company Details
2. Company Profile
3. Company Capacity to complete works
4. Completed projects comparable to the Walcha Pool Upgrade

The following information is inserted into this expression of interest to provide initial 
information regarding the project and the expected outcomes: 
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3.2. Preliminary Scope of Works 

1. Structural Repair of the Balance Tank Roof (or Cover) and the Media Filter Structure and
Filter Media:
Structural repair is required for the roof of the balance tank, seen photographed below.
Council is concerned about the cracking that is evident throughout the structure,
alongside the presence of concrete cancer. The balance tank is located below the
starting blocks, between the pool and the treatment building (brick building
photographed below).

The images to the left show the 
typical extent of concrete cancer and 
exposed reinforcement that is 
present on the media filter structure, 
located to the rear of the treatment 
building photographed above. 
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2. Repair of Interconnecting Pipework from the Balance Tank to the Media Filter and 
Through to the Pool. 
Connecting pipework and valves throughout the pool are typically in poor condition, as 
shown in the images inserted below: 

 
3. Reduction in Solar Heating Surface Area 

Currently the solar heating tubes are 
utilising far too much area. As can be 
seen in the image, the tubes are worn 
and the surrounds are leading to 
inefficient heating. A similar design will 
be accepted, however the surface area 
should be reduced by 1/2 to 2/3  of the 
current area.  

 

 

 

 

 

4. Installation of an outlet stop valve and connecting pipework: 
Currently, there is no stop valve between the final sump and the pools outlet. This limits 
the ability of the operator to recycle water back into the system and control the pool 
level without the use of town potable water. A new stop valve will enable the pool 
operator to control the level in the final sump and recycle lost water. 
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5. Upgrade treatment chemical shedding and storage facilities: 
The current condition of the chemical storage tanks and associated shedding is currently 
in a poor condition, or no longer meets current standards. As can be seen in the below 
images, their typical build is similar to a garden shed. 

 

 


